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Abstract—The paper is focused on the analysis and application of a variable structure feed-forward neural network. For issues of segmentation and performance optimization, the coding scheme, operational parameters, initiation of training configuration, generation of sub-population, decomposition of network connection are all factors which should be considered. By showing the main code, the proposed method to achieve a high-performance variable structure neural net is developed. In order to verify its performance, a balancing robot based experiment is conducted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As one of the most successful tools for machine learning and deep learning, neural networks have been applied for various scenarios in fields of image recognition, speech recognition, decision marking, output prediction, process approximation and robot control [1-4]. Although these days the importance of training data, including quality and quantity, has been well realized, the development and performance improvement of intelligent and self-adaptive models are still essential.

The main purpose of this work is to introduce a high-performance variable structure neural network. Segmentation of neural network directly affects its overall efficiency. Following figure shows the horizontal segmentation of a representative feed-forward neural network. It can be found that with this configuration, some connections between nodes are difficult to be divided, for example, the connection between nodes 2 and 3, the connection between nodes 3 and 8, and so on. Since these connections cannot be easily dealt with, the performance evaluations of such kind of segmentation are not achievable.

Therefore, other alternative solutions should be considered. One of the best alternative solutions is to separate the entire network based on dividing the connections layer by layer. In this way, the groups of connections in between layers can be coded with both connectivity and weight. Some methods such as genetic algorithm, swarm algorithm can be considered to deal with the connectivity and weight [5-10].

![Figure 1. Horizontal segmentation of neural network](image)

II. METHOD AND ANALYSIS

In this work, in order to handle the connection and the weight, one issue should be noticed here. Since the population is generated randomly, in some special case, the number of one hidden layer could be zero. Another issue is, after many generation of dynamic adjustment, one hidden layer also has the possibility with zero nodes. To conquer this issue, the aforementioned possibility should be minimized when optimizing the structure and weights.

When error is used as the termination method for model training, there is a tiny chance of unlimited cycling. This problem is possible to be happened especially when using the simple evolutionary algorithm. The reason is the simple evolutionary algorithm usually only optimizes the weight while not the network structure, which can lead to local optimal solution while not the global optima, especially when the setting of approximation accuracy is high.

Besides, in order to reduce the computing resource, the node connectivity and the numerical weights can be considered together. For example, following equation show the connectivity of two layers, each layer has 3 nodes. It seems that there are only 4 real connections.

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}_{3 \times 3}
\]

However, we have the array of weight showing as follows:

\[
0, -0.3, 0.3, 0, 0, -0.1, 0, 0, 0.4, 0
\]
As shown in the following equation which illustrates an example of the integration of node connectivity and the numerical weights, if the value is zero, it means the connection does not exist. However, it is not necessary to remove the node. This is a natural way to combine the two factors. If one element is not zero, the value of this element is the real weight. With this idea, the computing cost can be reduced to half.

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & -0.3 & 0.3 \\
0 & 0 & -0.1 \\
0 & 0.4 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

III. MAIN CODE

The main code of the introduced method is listed in this section:

```matlab
% define sub-population
global POPA POPB
global POPA1 POPB1
global POPA2 POPB2
global POPA3 POPB3

% define individual fitness
global FITA FITB

% number of iteration
global T

% best individual of sub-population in each generation
global BESTA BESTB

% size of sub-population
POPSIZE=80;

% node number of hidden layers
NODE=6;

T=30;

POPA=zeros(POPSIZE,NODE);
POPA1=zeros(POPSIZE,NODE);
POPA2=zeros(POPSIZE,NODE);
POPA3=zeros(POPSIZE,NODE);
FITA=zeros(1,POPSIZE);
AVEFITA=zeros(1,T);

POPB=zeros(POPSIZE,NODE);
POPB1=zeros(POPSIZE,NODE);
POPB2=zeros(POPSIZE,NODE);
POPB3=zeros(POPSIZE,NODE);
FITB=zeros(1,POPSIZE);
AVEFITB=zeros(1,T);

% define sub-population
POPA=zeros(POPSIZE,NODE);
POPA1=zeros(POPSIZE,NODE);
POPA2=zeros(POPSIZE,NODE);
POPA3=zeros(POPSIZE,NODE);
FITA=zeros(1,POPSIZE);

% define individual fitness
AVEFITA=zeros(1,T);
AVEFITB=zeros(1,T);

% function of the representative individual in last generation
Function
```

```matlab
for i=1:POPSIZE
    for j=1:NODE
        c=rand;
        if c>0.9
            POPA(i,j)=0;
        else
            POPA(i,j)=rand;
        end
    end
end
for i=1:POPSIZE
    for j=1:NODE
        c=rand;
        if c>0.9
            POPB(i,j)=0;
        else
            POPB(i,j)=rand;
        end
    end
end

[FITA,FITB,AVEFITA,AVEFITB]=calfit(POPSIZE,X,Y);

% the fitness of first generation
[BESTA,BESTB]=best(POPA,POPB,POPSIZE);
% best individual of first generation and fitness value

dd=1;
for t=2:1:T
    dd=dd+1;
    [POPA1,POPB1]=selectoperator(POPA,POPB,POPSIZE);
    % the selection operator
    [POPA2,POPB2]=crossoperator(POPA1,POPB1,POPSIZE);
    % the crossover operator
    [POPA3,POPB3]=mutation(POPSIZE,dd,POPA2,POPB2);
    % the mutation operator
    POPA=POPA3;
    POPB=POPB3;

    [FITA,FITB,AVEFITA,AVEFITB]=calfitness(POPSIZE,X,Y,
    BESTA,BESTB,dd);
    % fitness after first generation
    [BESTA,BESTB]=bestnext(POPA,POPB,POPSIZE,dd);
    % record the best individual and fitness after the first generation

End
```

```
% function of the representative individual in last generation
Function
```

```matlab
% function of the representative individual in last generation
Function
```

```matlab
for u=1:20
    a0=abs(last1(u)-Y(u))+a0;
    a1=abs(last2(u)-Y(u))+a1;
end
if a0>a1
    lastbest=last1;
    w1=w1last1;
    w2=w2last1;
else
    lastbest=last2;
    w1=w1last2;
    w2=w2last2
end
% function of the representative individual in last generation
Function
```

```matlab
[BESTA,BESTB]=perform(POPA,POPB,POPSIZE,dd)
```
IV. APPLICATION

Self-balancing is essential for robotic systems since motion intelligence is one of the most basic functions compared with computing intelligence, sensory intelligence and cognitive intelligence [11-12]. Following figure shows one example of a robotic system to be balanced.

![Figure 2. An example of robotic system to be balanced](Image)

System balancing can be generally found in many industrial and real world applications where position, speed, torque, etc. must be considered simultaneously. Generally speaking, the PID algorithm is shown as follow [13-15]:

\[ u(t) = K_p e(t) + \frac{1}{T_i} \int_0^t e(t) dt + \frac{T_d}{d(t)} \]

(4)

Since the closed loop system is high order, it is approximated as a 2nd order whose general expression is,

\[ m \frac{d^2x}{dt^2} + b \frac{dx}{dt} + k x = 0 \]

(5)

It can be rewritten as,

\[ \frac{d^2x}{dt^2} + \frac{2\zeta}{\omega_n} \frac{dx}{dt} + \frac{1}{\omega_n^2} x = 0 \]

(6)

The damping ratio is approximately derived as,

\[ \zeta = \ln \frac{\text{previous peak of output}}{\text{current peak of output}} \]

(7)

By applying the introduced method, the PID control method was compared with it and it was found that the overall performance was largely improved.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Neural networks have become the most important and popular technique of artificial intelligence and machine learning. There are many different structure and training methods of neural networks nowadays in the world. This purpose of this paper is to introduce a high-performance variable structure neural network with a segmentation of node connectivity and the numerical weights. In order to save the calculation resource, the integration of node connectivity and the numerical weights is considered to improve the overall efficiency. As a natural way to combine the two factors, this method shows the feasibility and application potentials.
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